2013 UWRF Summer Scholars Program

Walter Croll
   Audio Portraits of Influential Jazz Musicians
   Mentor: Dr. David Milne, Music

Karen Gjelhaug
   Vegetable Production Season Extension using High Tunnels
   Mentor: Dr. Veronica Justen, Plant and Earth Science

Bryan Hyde-Olson
   The Role of Inflammation-mediated Cells in Heart Failure
   Mentor: Dr. Cheng-Chen Huang, Biology

Julian Ikeri
   Attitudes Towards the Subject of Chemistry
   Mentor: Dr. Jamie Schneider, Chemistry

Kelsey Iverson
   The Productive Dilemma: Making Use of Student Teacher Reflections to bring Theory to Practice
   Mentor: Dr. Ann Mason, Teacher Education

Jeremiah Liend
   Asian Folk Lore and Legend Research
   Mentor: Robin Murray, Communication Studies and Theatre Arts

Kristy Martinson
   Search for Safer Skin Whitening Chemicals Reagents
   Mentor: Dr. Cheng-Chen Huang, Biology

Jabez Meulemans
   Implications of Land-Use Change on Soil Organic Carbon and Sequestration Opportunities in Western Wisconsin
   Mentor: Dr. Holly Dolliver, Plant and Earth Science

Tawna Pogreba
   Analysis of Bovine Intestinal Cells
   Mentor: Dr. Sylvia Kehoe, Animal and Food Science

Jonathan Reid
   Turning Point for Victims of Domestic and Sexual Violence: Spanish Language Training Video Series
   Mentor: Erik Johnson, Communication Studies and Theatre Arts